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Laptop/desktop,HMI,BC,PS3.Q: spring actuator custom endpoint for port 8080 I have setup spring actuator and curl returns {
"timestamp": 1563232237312, "elapsed": 16.7000, "represents": "local", "rate": 0.764566, "count": 120779, "max_value": 1,
"min_value": 0.689843, "mean_value": 0.307911, "p50_value": 0.316046, "p75_value": 0.398008, "p95_value": 0.406858,

"p98_value": 0.426371, "p999_value": 0.448931, "p999_rate": 0.435536, "p99_rate": 0.445577, "p90_rate": 0.517548,
"p95_rate": 0.559993, "p98_rate": 0.594992, "p99_rate": 0.623116, "p999_rate": 0.671261 } I want to create custom url "" to
access this metrics. I tried in the below structure application.properties endpoint.base-path=/ now I have new url like curl curl:
(3) [globbing] unmatched close brace/bracket in column what is the right way to get metrics in my custom url. I am looking for

something like below curl curl curl
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Trying to Install Maven on Ubuntu 16.04.2 gives "FATAL: Could not open access token: The file exists" I'm trying to install the
maven command line tool in Ubuntu 16.04.2. I'm getting the following error: ~/Downloads$ sudo apt-get install maven Reading
package lists... Done Building dependency tree Reading state information... Done Some packages could not be installed. This
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